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32

Abstract

33

Studies on the effects of air pollution and more generally environmental exposures on health

34

require measurements of pollutants, which are affected by measurement error. This is a cause of

35

bias in the estimation of parameters relevant to the study and can lead to inaccurate conclusions

36

when evaluating associations among pollutants, disease risk and biomarkers. Although the

37

presence of measurement error in such studies has been recognized as a potential problem, it is

38

rarely considered in applications and practical solutions are still lacking.

39

In this work, we formulate Bayesian measurement error models and apply them to study the link

40

between air pollution and omic signals. The data we use stem from the “Oxford Street II Study”,

41

a randomized crossover trial in which 60 volunteers walked for two hours in a traffic-free area

42

(Hyde Park) and in a busy shopping street (Oxford Street) of London. Metabolomic

43

measurements were made in each individual as well as air pollution measurements, in order to

44

investigate the association between short-term exposure to traffic related air pollution and

45

perturbation of metabolic pathways. We implemented error-corrected models in a classical

46

framework and used the flexibility of Bayesian hierarchical models to account for dependencies

47

among omic signals, as well as among different pollutants. Models were implemented using

48

traditional MCMC simulative methods as well as integrated Laplace approximation.

49

The inclusion of a classical measurement error term resulted in variable estimates of the

50

association between omic signals and traffic related air pollution (TRAP) measurements, where

51

the direction of the bias was not predictable a priori. The models were successful in including

52

and accounting for different correlation structures, both among omic signals and among different

53

pollutant exposures. In general, more associations were identified when the correlation among
3
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54

omics and among pollutants were modeled, and their number increased when a measurement

55

error term additionally included in the multivariate models (particularly for the associations

56

between metabolomics and NO2).

57

Introduction

58

Health effects of air pollution are a major public health issue and have received increasing

59

attention over the past decades (Elliott et al. 1992; Pekkanen and Pearce 2001; Baker and

60

Nieuwenhuijsen 2008). In this context, the reliable estimation of associations between

61

environmental exposures and health conditions requires the collection of a huge amount of

62

exposure data, which is often impractical and subject to several sources of error or imprecision.

63

This can lead not only to bias in the estimation of parameters relevant to the study but also to

64

inaccurate conclusions when evaluating associations among pollutants, disease risk and

65

biomarkers. Although the presence of measurement error in such studies has been discussed in

66

the recent literature and is now recognized as a potentially serious problem (Rhomberg et al.

67

2011; Edwards and Keil 2017), it is often not accounted for in standard analyses.

68

Different approaches to the problem have been adopted and different methods and techniques are

69

available in the literature, for instance Mallick, Hoffman, and Carroll (2002) suggested a semi-

70

parametric approach to different types of error in radiation data, Gryparis, Coull, and Schwartz

71

(2007) proposed a Bayesian hierarchical model to retrieve error-free estimates of the health

72

effect, Baxter et al. (2010) a quantification of measurement error effect via validation studies,

73

and Goldman et al. (2011) proposed a method to account for the error in time-series studies on

74

air pollution. Studies focusing on the effect of traffic related air pollution (TRAP) are

4
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75

particularly challenging and often rely on surrogate measures of pollutants, as well as on the

76

approximation of personal exposures. Zeger et al. (2000) identified three main sources of error in

77

the TRAP exposure assessment, namely (a) the difference between measured and true ambient

78

exposure levels, (b) the difference between aggregate personal exposure and the exposure of a

79

given individual, mostly due to approximation and classified as Berkson error, and (c) the

80

difference between ambient concentration and average personal exposure, classified as a

81

classical error. In this context, different methods have been proposed and a wide set of

82

measurement error techniques have been employed, including among others the simulation

83

extrapolation algorithm (Alexeeff, Carroll, and Coull 2016), regression calibration and validation

84

data (Van Roosbroeck et al. 2006) and Bayesian methods (Gryparis, Coull, and Schwarzt 2007;

85

Gryparis et al. 2009). On the other hand, none of these studies was applied to omic data, as they

86

focused on estimating disease risks and did not include any molecular data.

87

In the present study, we propose to apply techniques to correct for measurement error in

88

environmental exposures when considering their association with high-throughput molecular

89

data. This is particularly challenging due to the high dimensionality of the data, as well as to the

90

correlation among omics sampled from the same individual. We use a Bayesian framework to

91

address the problem, which provides a very flexible way to account for measurement error and to

92

model different error types and dependency structures in the data. In particular, Bayesian

93

hierarchical models seem ideal in these contexts, as they provide a straightforward way to

94

include dependency between exposures, but also between different response variables.

95

Moreover, the possibility to include prior knowledge on the error components can result in better

96

models and more accurate estimations and the possibility to model several fixed and random

5
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97

effects, as well as different link functions, adds flexibility and general applicability to the

98

methods.

99

In this paper, we apply this approach to the Oxford Street II study, a randomized crossover trial

100

where omics and air pollution measurements were employed to investigate the association

101

between short-term exposure to TRAP and perturbation of different omic signals (Sinharay et al.

102

2017; van Veldhoven et al. 2019). We implemented error-corrected models in a classical

103

measurement error framework and generalized such models to account for dependencies among

104

pollutants, as well as among response omic variables. This provides a novel way of dealing with

105

high-dimension omic data, by including them into a Bayesian hierarchical formulation. The

106

possibility to model more omic signals at the same time also allows to account for dependency

107

among signals. Moreover, the inclusion of a measurement error term, which is straightforward

108

and flexible thanks to the hierarchical formulation, has not been proposed so far in the presence

109

of high-throughput biological data.

110

We implement our models using MCMC in JAGS, but to increase the speed of the computation, we

111

also use the integrated nested Laplace approximation approach (INLA) (Rue, Martino, and

112

Chopin 2009).

113

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: we first describe the study and the model to

114

assess the association between different air pollutants and omic measurements, focusing on

115

metabolic pathways. The paper then illustrates the Bayesian hierarchical model we formulate to

116

account for measurement error by including a classical error. We expand such model to a multi-

117

response model, accounting for a dependency structure among different omic signals, and to a

118

multi-variate model to account for dependency among different pollutants. We then show the
6
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119

results based on the data set from the Oxford Street II study and finally conclude with several

120

discussion points and potential expansion of the proposed method.

121

Methods

122

Metabolic pathways in the Oxford Street II Study

123

The study

124

The data we use here stem from the Oxford Street II Study, a randomized crossover trial within

125

the EXPOsOMICS consortium (Vineis et al. 2017). In this study, 60 volunteers walked for two

126

hours in a traffic-free area (Hyde Park) and in a busy shopping street (Oxford Street) of London.

127

The walking experiments were performed on non-rainy weekdays only, from November to

128

March, to avoid confounding from rain or pollen. Participants were divided into three groups: 1)

129

healthy volunteers (n=20) with a normal lung function and without a history of ischemic heart

130

disease (IHD); 2) patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (n=20), without a

131

history of IHD; and 3) patients with clinically stable IHD over the past six months (n=20)

132

without COPD. All current smokers or former smoker for less than 12 months were excluded, as

133

well as people with high occupational levels of TRAP. Information on age, sex, BMI, blood

134

pressure, distance walked, diet and medication use was collected for each participant.

135

For each individual and each exposure session, three blood samples were collected: two hours

136

before walking, two hours after walking and 24 hours after walking; at the same time TRAP

137

measurements were taken, namely on black carbon (CBLK), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate

138

matter PM10 and PM25. Such measurements are likely to suffer from classical measurement error,

7
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as they were collected using a portable size-selective airborne particle sampler and therefore rely

140

on each patient’s precision and accuracy, besides being potentially subject to the sources of error

141

in TRAP identified by Zeger et al. (2000) and reported above. Moreover, as reported in Sinharay

142

et al. (2017), “NO2 concentrations were taken from a stationary monitoring site on Oxford Street

143

repeatedly passed during walks on Oxford Street. Because no monitoring was available in Hyde

144

Park, NO2 concentrations were taken from the nearest representative location sited in a school

145

playground". Finally, real-time measurements of noise, temperature and relative humidity were

146

obtained at each exposure session. On such samples, different untargeted omic analyses were

147

performed, including metabolomic analyses, on which we focus here. A more detailed

148

description of the study is given in Sinharay et al. (2017), where it is also reported that the study

149

was approved by the UK National Research Ethics Service and that informed written consent

150

was obtained from all participants. Van Veldhoven et al. (2019) conducted analyses to assess the

151

short term metabolomic changes due to exposure to TRAP and identified various associations

152

between air pollution concentrations and levels of metabolites in blood.

153

The model

154

The association between metabolite levels and TRAP exposures was assessed in a mixed model

155

framework, using a Bayesian approach and including random effects for the individual, as well

156

as for the location and time point of each measurements. Fixed effects were sex, age, body mass

157

index (BMI) and health group, as well as annual and instantaneous measurements of the

158

exposure of interest. The four exposures reported above were considered separately.

159

The model was formulated as follows:

160

𝑚𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇𝑖𝑗,𝜎2𝑒)
8
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161

𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑇𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝛾𝑖 + 𝛿𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗

162

with 𝑚𝑖𝑗 being the metabolic feature of individual 𝑖 at measurement 𝑗, 𝑍 the exposure, 𝐗

163

including sex, age, BMI and health group, as well as the annual measurement of the exposure of

164

interest and 𝜖𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(0,𝜎2𝑒). Random effects were included for the individual 𝛾 and for the

165

interaction 𝛿 between time point and location, which ranged from 1 to 6 (three time points per

166

location) for each individual. Normally distributed priors with mean equal to zero and variance

167

equal to 1000 were assigned to the regression coefficients 𝛃, and vague inverse gamma priors

168

with shape and scale equal to 0.01 were assigned to the precisions of the random effects. A

169

graphical representation of the model is reported in Figure 1, while a similar, frequentist

170

approach to the same model was used in van Veldhoven et al. (2019). Given the extreme high

171

dimensionality of the omics dataset we pre-selected only the signals which reported p-values

172

smaller than 0.5 in the frequentist analysis.

173

To determine whether there was evidence of an association between the signal and the exposure

174

of interest, we used posterior predictive probabilities to calculate Bayesian p-values and

175

corrected for multiple testing using the Bayesian False Discovery Rate (FDR) (Newton et al.

176

2004; Ventrucci, Scott, and Cocchi 2011).

177

This model, and all models reported in this paper, were formulated using JAGS and INLA and the

178

code to implement them is reported in the supplementary material. From now on, we will denote

179

this model as the “naive" model, to indicate the fact that it does not account for the presence of

180

measurement error, while we will use “corrected" for the model which includes a component for

181

measurement error.

(1)

9
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182

Classical measurement error

183

To model the presence of measurement error, we included an additional component in the model

184

by formulating a classical measurement error for the different pollutants, i.e. assuming that the

185

exposure variable 𝐙 can be observed only via a proxy 𝐖, such that

186

𝐖=𝐙+𝐔

187

with 𝑈 ∼ 𝑁(0,𝜎𝑢2). In the presence of a classical measurement error, an attenuation of the effect

188

of the error-prone variable is expected, as the presence of the additional error variance biases the

189

estimates of the regression parameters towards zero (Carroll et al. 2006). In fact, bearing in mind

190

that 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜 =

191

any other variables, it is quite straightforward to see that the error-prone regression parameter

192

will be given by

193

𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜 =

194

⋆
and that the quantity that is estimated is 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜
= 𝜆𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜 with 𝜆 = 𝜎𝑍2/(𝜎𝑍2 + 𝜎𝑈2 ). It is important to

195

underline that, even if an attenuation is usually expected, upward bias is also a possible

196

consequence of classical measurement error even in relatively simple models, due for example to

197

a correlation between covariates (Carroll et al. 2006). It is therefore necessary to disentangle the

198

error variance from the true variance measured by the proxy in order to obtain unbiased

199

estimates of the regression coefficients. To do so, we formulated a Bayesian hierarchical model,

200

as the hierarchical formulation and the possibility to include prior knowledge provide a flexible

201

way to model measurement error (Stephens and Dellaportas 1992; Richardson and Gilks 1993).

⋆

𝜎(𝐖,𝐦)

𝜎(𝐖,𝐦)
2
𝜎𝑊

2
𝜎𝑊

=

2
, 𝜎𝑊
= 𝜎𝑍2 + 𝜎𝑈2 , and assuming that the error in 𝐖 is independent of 𝐦 and of

𝜎𝑝(𝐙,𝐦)
𝜎𝑍2 + 𝜎𝑈2

≤ 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜,

10
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202

Such formulation was included in the model by adding a latent variable for the exposure, namely

203

a normally distributed variable with mean equal to 0 and variance equal to the error variance.

204

The underlying level of the structure was instead the same as in model (1), resulting in the

205

following hierarchical structure:

206

𝑚𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇𝑖𝑗,𝜎2𝑒)

207

𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑇𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝛾𝑖 + 𝛿𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗

208

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝑈𝑖𝑗

209

𝑈𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(0,𝜎𝑈2 )

210

A vague gamma prior was used for the error variance, with shape and scale parameters equal to

211

0.01. For all the other variance components and regression coefficients, the same priors were

212

used as in the naive model reported in the previous section.

213

A graphical representation of the model is reported in Figure 2.

214

Multivariate models

215

Dependency among omic signals

216

Another source of imprecision and possible bias in the assessment of the association between

217

omic signals and TRAP exposure is potentially given by the formulation of independent models

218

for each omic feature. Dependency across metabolic features is very likely to occur in practice,

219

first of all because 5749 different features are sampled and analysed from the same 60

220

individuals, and second because they all reflect metabolic pathways and phenomena that are

221

highly correlated in each individual. The flexibility and the layer structure of Bayesian

(2)
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222

hierarchical models makes it straightforward to account for such dependency, namely by using a

223

multivariate response for the omic signals and introducing dependency in their variance

224

covariance structure. The resulting model is a generalization of model (2) and was formulated as

225

follows:

226

𝑚𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇𝑖𝑗,𝛴𝑒𝑖2 )

227

𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑇𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝛾𝑖 + 𝛿𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗

228

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝑈𝑖𝑗

229

𝑈𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(0,𝜎𝑈2 )

230

where the response variable followed a multivariate normal distribution 𝐦 ∼ 𝐍(0,𝚺𝐞), with 𝚺𝐞

231

denoting the covariance matrix of the omics signals and all variances were given a gamma prior

232

with shape and scale equal to 0.01, in consistency with the univariate model. Note that this

233

formulation with multivariate signals does not require any correction for multiple testing, unlike

234

the initial univariate model, as it naturally accounts for dependency across omics. Therefore, no

235

Bayesian FDR was used in this context and associations were simply assessed by means of

236

posterior predictive distributions.

237

To model the presence of the error in the exposure variable, we used the same reasoning as

238

before and introduced a latent variable for the exposure, namely a normally distributed variable

239

with mean equal to 0 and variance equal to the error variance. The error structure was again

240

given by a classical error model and a vague gamma prior was used for the error variance, with

241

shape and scale parameters equal to 0.01, again in consistency with the formulation and priors

242

used in the univariate model.

(3)
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243

Dependency among different exposures

244

Dependency structures are very likely to occur in such studies also between different

245

environmental exposures, as different works in the literature recently pointed out (Coker et al.

246

2016; Huang and Lee 2018). In particular, all the TRAP measurements show a general common

247

trend based on traffic conditions, as well as weather, humidity and temperature, but also based on

248

other confounding factors registered in each particular day. Moreover, individual-specific factor

249

can cause a variation in all pollutants at the same time, affecting in our specific case the

250

measurements taken before and after the walk experiment. Such dependency appears to be very

251

frequent between particulate matters of different sizes, as they are induced by similar

252

mechanisms and conditions, besides being measured using the same techniques and instruments,

253

and between PMs and black carbon. The Bayesian hierarchical structures employed in the

254

previous sections can be further generalized to account for such correlation, by modelling more

255

TRAP exposures at the same time. The resulting model was obtained as a generalization of (3)

256

and formulated as follows:

257

𝑚𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(𝜇𝑖𝑗,𝛴𝑒𝑖2 )

258

𝜇𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑇𝑋𝑖𝑗 + 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝛾𝑖 + 𝛿𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗

259

𝑊𝑖𝑗 = 𝑍𝑖𝑗 + 𝑈𝑖𝑗

260

𝑈𝑖𝑗 ∼ 𝑁(0,𝛴𝑈2 )

261

All coefficients and variables were modeled as previously described and the same priors were

262

given to all of them. Again, the flexible formulation of Bayesian hierarchical structures allows to

263

include as many pollutants as desired and to inform the model on their correlation and variances

(4)
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264

based on our knowledge. In analogy with the first univariate model, we added a latent variable

265

for the multivariate exposure, following a normal distribution with mean equal to 0 and variance

266

equal to the error variance. To account for dependency among pollutants, 𝑈 was multivariate and

267

modeled as a vector with four dimensions, corresponding to the four different pollutants. The

268

variance covariance matrix of the multivariate exposure, as well as of the multivariate error, was

269

given an uninformative Wishart prior to account for correlation among pollutants.

270

Results

271

As expected, the inclusion of a classical measurement error term resulted in different estimates

272

of the association between omic signals and TRAP measurements, compared to the naive model

273

which does not include such term. Note that the presence of classical measurement error in

274

pollutant measures can cause bias in different directions, and that the effect, as well as the

275

direction of the error correction, is not evident a priori. Figure 5 shows the estimates of

276

regression parameters 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜 obtained by models (1) and (2) for the selected omics. The error

277

corrected models reported stronger associations between TRAP measurements and metabolomic

278

signals, although with higher uncertainty, which reflects the uncertainty on the error component.

279

While the naive models identified respectively 0, 2, 5 and 24 association for CBLK, PM25, PM10,

280

NO2, the error corrected models only identified 0, 1, 3 and 5 associations respectively, reflecting

281

the propagation of uncertainty about the error into the posterior distributions of parameters of

282

interest. These signals included a signal from the phenylalanine cluster already found to be

283

associated with NO2 in van Veldhoven et al. (2019), as well as an unknown signal whose

284

association with PM10 was also detected by van Veldhoven et al. (2019). This also shows that

14
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285

some associations might be affected by an opposite impact and that attenuation is not the only

286

possible consequence of measurement error. This is also reflected by the width of credible

287

intervals which naturally increases when accounting for measurement error, as a consequence of

288

the uncertainty about this component. When more information is available about the prior

289

distribution of the error, such uncertainty will most likely decrease and potentially smaller

290

credible intervals will be identified.

291

Such correction showed a more defined pattern when accounting for the dependency among

292

different omic signals. In this case, the error corrected model led to estimates of 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜 which

293

were constantly lower than the estimates from the naive models for most omic signals. Figure 6

294

shows the estimates of regression parameters 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜 obtained by model (3) with and without

295

including a level for the error component. In this case the naive model identified respectively 1,

296

2, 2 and 4 associations for CBLK, PM25, PM10, NO2, while error corrected model identified

297

respectively 6, 1, 4 and 51 associations. Note that the inclusion of a dependency structure among

298

omic signals and of an error term in the model identifies more associations than the univariate

299

models, because the presence of such dependencies can obscure associations among omic signals

300

and TRAP measurements.

301

When accounting for dependency among signals and among pollutants, all signals that were

302

associated with any of the pollutants were considered. The correction introduced by the error

303

corrected models was in most cases higher than in the previous models. Accounting for

304

dependency among pollutants and for correlated measurement errors also identified more

305

associations than the other models, leading to higher estimates also between signals and

306

pollutants that were not associated in the first cases. Figure 7 shows the estimates of regression
15
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307

parameters 𝛽𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑜 obtained by model (4) with and without including a level for the error

308

component. In this case the naive model identified respectively 18, 0, 25 and 16 association for

309

CBLK, PM25, PM10, NO2, while error corrected model identified respectively 7, 1, 22 and 52

310

associations.

311

This reflects the fact that ignoring the presence of measurement error can obscure associations

312

between signals and pollutants and lead to an underestimation of effect sizes, as well as

313

identifying potentially false associations. On the other hand, models including correlation

314

structures identify even stronger effect sizes when corrected for measurement error, as well as a

315

generally higher number of significant associations between signals and pollutants, which might

316

be obscured when ignoring the presence of bias. In general, more associations were identified

317

when the correlation among omics and among pollutants were modeled, and their number

318

increased when a measurement error term was additionally included in the multivariate models.

319

Discussion

320

We implemented Bayesian hierarchical models to account for the presence of error in

321

measurements of traffic related air pollution and of blood metabolomics. This kind of

322

formulation allows to model several structures of dependence in a very flexible way, as well as

323

to include an additional component for measurement error. In our work, we applied such

324

methodology to the study of how TRAP measurements are associated with high-throughput

325

molecular data, namely metabolic features sampled from the exposed individuals in a

326

randomized crossover trial. Our application to the Oxford Street II study showed that the

327

inclusion of a classical error term in the models resulted in corrections of the regression

16
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328

estimates whose extent and direction was not evident a priori, thus underlining the importance of

329

explicitly modeling the error component rather than predicting its effect based on prior beliefs.

330

Regression estimates were also corrected by the inclusion of dependency structures in the

331

models, namely dependency among different omic signals and among pollutants. The explicit

332

formulation of such models was possible thanks to the flexible structure of Bayesian hierarchical

333

models, and it was relatively straightforward to embed dependency and measurement error

334

correction in the same hierarchical structure.

335

This is certainly a major advantage of using Bayesian hierarchical models, which provide a

336

general adaptable way to formulate a broad range of models and structures, as in our case

337

measurement error or dependency structures, and more generally any additional random effect

338

which might need modeling in the analysis. Moreover, the use of a Bayesian framework allows

339

to incorporate prior knowledge in the analysis, for example about the error component and

340

parameters, as well as to reflect the prior uncertainty in the posterior distributions of parameters

341

of interest. This requires some knowledge about the error component, in order to properly

342

formulate the measurement error level and to assign reasonable priors. Note that this requirement

343

is not specific to the Bayesian framework, but rather to any error modeling strategies. In fact, it is

344

always necessary to know the error structure (i.e. classical measurement error and its

345

distribution), as well as the error variance, in order to formulate an identifiable error model

346

(Gustafson 2005). In practice, it is not always straightforward to obtain such information, and

347

often assumptions about the error distribution and parameters are vague or potentially incorrect.

348

The advantage of Bayesian models is that the uncertainty in such assumptions can easily be

349

accounted for and propagated to posterior distributions of corrected estimates.

17
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350

In comparison to general traditional analyses of the association between metabolite levels and air

351

pollution, and specifically to the work of van Veldhoven et al. (2019), our models allow to

352

account for the presence of measurement error. As a consequence, the estimates of associations

353

between metabolite levels and TRAP exposure are corrected and their absolute values are

354

substantially higher., i.e. they indicate a stronger effect of TRAP on metabolomic features

355

compared with no error adjustment. Moreover, -instead of considering each omic signal

356

separately, we propose to model different signals jointly, so that their correlation is accounted for

357

explicitly. The inclusion of a correlation among exposures is also new with respect to van

358

Veldhoven et al. (2019). While traditional analyses are useful to select candidate signals

359

associated with TRAP exposures, the models we suggest in this work explore the texture of this

360

association in more detail, and correct for biases and correlation structures that might distort their

361

quantification and direction. The models we propose use a Bayesian framework to model

362

measurement error and correlation structures based on the data at hand and to incorporate prior

363

beliefs with the evidence given by the observed data. Doing so, it is possible to account for

364

dependencies among different omics and among pollutants, which can sometimes obscure

365

associations between them and which were not taken into consideration in the traditional model,

366

where associations were assessed separately for each omic signal with each pollutant. Moreover,

367

we included a term for measurement error, which was not accounted for in the traditional model

368

and which can also lead to a biased estimation of these associations.

369

We implemented our models using JAGS, as well as INLA. In terms of implementation and

370

computation time, INLA performed faster than traditional MCMC samplers, specifically JAGS, but it

371

showed more issues in the matter of space and memory burdens. In particular, when considering

18
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372

dependency among different omic signals, it was possible to implement the model in INLA with

373

only up to 4 signals, while a substantially higher number of signals were included in the JAGS

374

model.

375

With such framework, it is also possible to treat more general models, for example in terms of

376

error structures. It is indeed sufficient to modify the error level in the hierarchical structure, for

377

instance into a Berkson model. Moreover, given the general formulation of Bayesian hierarchical

378

models, it is possible to include more complex dependency structures, for example spatial

379

correlation between pollutants, which can be easily included in the Bayesian structure, especially

380

with INLA (Blangiardo et al. 2013). Another possible extension of the method can also be the

381

inclusion of different types of molecular data, which would require a specific and more complex

382

dependency structure among omic signals.

383
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Figure captions:

457

Figure1: Bayesian formulation of the basic model to assess association between metabolic levels

458

and TRAP exposure. Squares are used to indicate data, while circles represent random variables

459

or deterministic relationships.

460

Figure2: Bayesian formulation of the classical error model. Z is not observed, W is the observed

461

proxy for the exposure

462

Figure 3: Bayesian formulation of the multivariate model with classical measurement error.

463

Figure 4: Bayesian formulation of the multivariate model with classical measurement error and

464

multivariate exposure.

465

Figure 5: Regression coefficients with and without classical error modeling in JAGS. Estimates

466

are reported with their 95% confidence intervals.

467

Figure 6: Regression coefficients with and without classical error modeling in JAGS. Estimates

468

are reported with their confidence intervals. A correlated structure among omic signals is

469

assumed.

470

Figure 7: Regression coefficients with and without classical error modeling in JAGS. Estimates

471

are reported with their confidence intervals. Dependencies among omic signals and among

472

different TRAP exposures are modeled, as well as dependency among error components on

473

different pollutants in the corrected model. All signals that were associated with any of the

474

pollutants are reported for all pollutants.
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